Bibliography Section Action Plan 2010-2011

Recruitment

Section

- Scan IFLA members list to extract potential Bibliography Section members to be contacted
- Prepare information package/leaflet on the Section/links to relevant sites
- Translate package/leaflet
- Contact potential new members
- Promote the section during the Mali seminar/workshop

Standing committee

- Identify potential new SC members
- Describe practicalities and procedure in connection with SC membership
- Contact potential new SC members

Applies to IFLA Strategic Plan priority activity 2.3

Guidelines

- Form the maintenance
- Provide translations, especially into Spanish
- Review text for needed updates
- Encourage and publish use cases/good stories

Applies to IFLA Strategic Plan priority activity 3.1

National Bibliographies Register

- Contact National Libraries Section and CDNL to help encouraging further entries to the register
- Translate the register template

Communication

- Contribute to inter-sectional communication through blog postings, news, info on events etc.
WLIC 2011

- Implement a campaign specifically aimed at Latin America and the Caribbean with a consolidated package of actions from the above mentioned items
  - Promote Bibliography Section membership
  - Promote the Guidelines in Spanish
  - Promote the National Bibliographies Register

- Collaborate with the National Libraries Section, the IT Section and ICADS on a joint open session on the theme “e-Legal Deposit: from legislation to implementation; from ingest to access” as a replacement of the proposed satellite meeting

- Encourage paper submissions from ABINIA members